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MNI POV (Point Of View): As You Were Despite Short-Term 
Noise 
 
The BoJ left its monetary policy settings unchanged at the end of its July meeting, as was universally expected, 
while it noted that it will continue the daily fixed rate operation schedule and chose not to make a decision 
regarding the future of the special loans for small firms facility. There was the familiar 8-1 vote split (Kataoka being 
the usual dovish dissenter) surrounding the top line monetary policy settings. The BoJ also maintained its forward 
guidance surrounding interest rates. 
 
The Bank’s headline and core CPI forecasts were marked higher alongside a downgrade to the GDP projection 
covering the current FY (as expected) and a related nudge higher for the growth projections covering the two FYs 
that follow the current FY. The Bank noted that inflation expectations have risen, while it highlighted the risks that 
FX market gyrations and commodity price moves pose to inflation. 
 
The Bank’s recent language has focused on the cost-push nature of recent prices rises, with its inflation projections 
pointing to a moderation in price pressures beyond the current FY (to below target levels). This, coupled with 
Governor Kuroda’s insistence that the required upward wage pressures have not been forthcoming, reinforce the 
BoJ’s on-hold stance. 
 
The wording surrounding the overall economic assessment was adjusted in a positive manner, albeit with an 
acknowledgement of near-term risks. 
 
Note that regular references to recent JPY movements (coupled with the previously alluded to comments 
surrounding the risks that FX market moves could pose to inflation), including phrases such as “sharp fluctuations 
in FX markets have been observed” and the BoJ stressing that it needs to pay attention to the impact of FX 
movements on the economy seemed to create some mild volatility in JPY crosses. However, there wasn’t much in 
the way of new information in those phrases, which allowed USD/JPY to retrace to pre-decision levels. 
 
Kuroda continued to underscore the Bank’s on hold stance in his post-meeting press conference, while noting that 
the level of interest rate hikes required to bolster the JPY would be of detriment to the economy. He also flagged a 
required state of vigilance when it comes to monitoring moves in the FX market. 
 
All in all, the Bank’s maintenance of its on-hold stance in recent months, inflation forecast dynamics and Kuroda’s 
tone continue to point to a Bank that will not tighten monetary policy during the remainder of Kuroda’s term, which 
runs into April ’23. The July meeting represented the last outings for board members Kataoka and Suzuki, with the 
former’s departure set to provide a slightly less dovish tinge to the BoJ decisions given the fact that he served as 
the guaranteed dovish dissenter.  

https://www.boj.or.jp/en/announcements/release_2022/k220721a.pdf
https://www.boj.or.jp/en/mopo/outlook/gor2207a.pdf
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MNI State Of Play: BoJ's Easy Views Intact Despite Higher 
CPI 
 
By Hiroshi Inoue 
 
TOKYO (MNI) - Bank of Japan Governor Haruhiko Kuroda on Thursday said there is no reason to pull back from 
easy policy, although the board’s median forecast for inflation rates this fiscal year was revised up above the target 
of 2%. 
 
But the board assess the higher inflation target was not sustainable as wages lag and growth was at the same time 
tipped down slightly , showing that price levels will not be achieved in the projection period in a decision widely 
expected, (See: MNI STATE OF PLAY:BOJ To Stand Pat On Policy, Forward Guidance). 
 
“The impact of the positive contribution from energy items on consumer prices will likely wane and corporate cost 
pass-through will likely peak out,” meaning the rise of CPI will weaken in fiscal 2023, (See: MNI BRIEF: BOJ Ups 
FY22 CPI View To +2.3%, Cuts GDP To +2.4%). 
 
Kuroda has repeatedly cited stagnant paychecks as a missing element in changing forward guidance with much of 
corporate Japan following an annual review period in April of every year on pay gains. “Wages are rising gradually 
but there is no favorable mechanism that wages rise beyond price rises. Wage hikes didn’t catch up with a rise in 
consumer prices,” Kuroda said. 
 
NO CHANGE TO 10-YEAR BAND 
 
To that end, Kuroda said that he has no plans to change a 10-year JGB interest rate band from a range of -0.25% 
to +0.25% or interest rates in the face of a weaker yen, which nearly touched JPY140.00 to the USD in July. 
 
“Even if the BOJ raises interest rates a little to curb a yen’s fall, it will not be effective in curbing a yen’s fall. If the 
BOJ wants to curb a yen’s fall, the bank will have to implement large rate hike. But such a rate hike will worsen 
economy,” Kuroda said, (See: MNI BRIEF: BOJ's Kuroda Says Recent Rapid Weak Yen Undesirable). 
 
“For the time being, the BOJ will closely monitor the impact of Covid-19 and will not hesitate take additional easing 
measures if necessary, and also it expects short- and long-term interest rates to remain at their present or lower 
levels.," the BOJ said in its statement. 
 
SPECIAL PROGRAMME, LANGUAGE CHANGE 
 
A surge in pandemic cases in Japan has brought even more caution to policy and likely prevented the BOJ from 
deciding on whether to end or extend a special programme to facilitate financing for smaller firms, which is set to 
expire on Sept. 30. 
 
Policymakers will decide on the matter at the September 21-22 meeting after carefully monitoring how Covid-19 
cases evolve and how they affect smaller firms, and whether the government extend its own measures to support 
smaller firms’ financing, which is also set to end on Sept. 30. 
 
But the BOJ slightly upgraded its assessment on current economic situation, by removing “as a trend” in the wake 
of a rise in private consumption, and simply said “Japan’s economy has picked up.” 
 
 
  

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALdw-0I6aozIB9ySQ~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFD8KlpokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALdw-0I6aozIB9yTg~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFD8KlpokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALdw-0I6aozIB9yTg~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFD8KlpokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALdw-0I6aozIB9yTw~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFD8KlpokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALdw-0I6aozIB9yTA~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFD8KlpokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALdw-0I6aozIB9zGg~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFD8KlpokPj-kWeg
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/x/pjJscALdw-0I6aozIB9zGw~k1zZ8KXr-kA8x6jFD8KlpokPj-kWeg
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Major Forecasts From The Boj’s Outlook For Economic 
Activity And Prices (July 2022) 
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Sell-Side Views 

 
Barclays: We have been forecasting revisions to YCC (a shortening of the YCC target from the 10y to the 5y 
sector) at the September MPM, reflecting 1) the magnification of JPY depreciation pressures under YCC 
(accelerated JPY depreciation driven by monetary policy divergence with other major economies; growing 
discontent with JPY depreciation); 2) the decline in market functioning due to large-scale JGB buying by the BoJ; 
and 3) an outlook for political pressure to revise policy on the assumption of a strong LDP win at the upper house 
election. 
 

• However, we now believe the possibility of YCC revisions in September has decreased compared with 
when we initiated our forecast in April due to a) the rising probability of a global economic recession; b) the 
emphasis on the benefits of JPY depreciation in the quarterly Outlook Report, perhaps with the intention of 
suppressing market expectations for policy revision; and c) PM Kishida’s priority on harmony within the 
ruling party and emphasis on policy continuity over revision with the passing of former Abe during the final 
stages of the upper house election campaign. 

• Most economists expect a policy change after BoJ Governor Kuroda’s term ends in April 2023, according 
to the latest Bloomberg survey conducted on 8-13 July. However, we caution that the hurdles to YCC 
revision could be higher in 2023 due in part to the risk of the global economy entering a recession. If the 
BoJ does not revise in 2022, including the possibility of revisions in Q4 instead of September, we believe 
the next window of opportunity may not open until 2024, at the earliest. 

 
Goldman Sachs: With overseas central banks accelerating their rate hike processes, some market participants 
continue to think that the BOJ will have to adjust its YCC policy at some point, most likely by adopting a wider 
tolerable band for 10-year yields. However, we continue to believe there will be no adjustment to YCC during 
Haruhiko Kuroda’s tenure as BOJ Governor, which ends in April 2023. 
 
ING: Two of the BoJ’s nine board members will see their term end by the end of July, but we don’t think this would 
trigger a policy shift in the near future. The BoJ will stick to its current policy stance as it believes inflation will move 
below its 2% target over the next two years and there will be no sign of real wage growth in the near term. Going 
forward, global recession concerns are likely to ease some of the pressure on the 10Y JGB, thus the yield curve 
control is expected to remain unchanged. The CPI is expected to stay around the current level over the coming 
months, allowing the BoJ to focus on supporting the recovery. 
 
J.P.Morgan: Overall, although the BoJ raised its inflation outlook, especially for FY2022, it seems to judge that 
current rise in inflation is still temporary and emphasized the extremely high level of uncertainty for Japan’s 
economy, both of which didn’t provide signs of the BoJ adjusting YCC for the time being. That said, we should also 
pay attention to the fact that its trend inflation outlook is rising steadily during the projection period, though this 
should not be sufficient for the BoJ to act on for the time being. 
 

• Some market participants expect the BoJ may adjust YCC within this year unlike our views which reflect 
the market pressure on the yen. The BoJ began to take into account yen depreciation as a risk factor to the 
economy from June, but the BoJ didn’t provide a sign for YCC adjustment in the near future. There is also 
uncertainty about the extent to which the BoJ is conscious of potential upside risks on trend inflation. 
Kuroda’s press conference will start soon, so let’s hear his views. 

 
Mizuho: Neither the policy board's decisions nor the contents of the outlook report came as a surprise. It was 
never realistic to think that the Bank would suddenly tighten monetary policy to halt the yen's depreciation before its 
price target has been achieved in a stable or consistent manner. By supporting the coalition in the Upper House 
election, Japan's voters have given a mandate for the government rather than the BOJ to address the current cost-
of-living pressures, which result from supply-side shocks. QQE will probably remain in place for some time. 
 
Societe Generale: As we expected, the BoJ has its main monetary policy tools (YCC and ETF purchases) 
unchanged at its meeting of 21 July. In addition, it decided to continue to make daily fixed-rate 10y JGB purchases 
at 0.25%. However, it did not announce any decision on the Special Program to Support Financing in Response to 
COVID-19. The number of infected people has increased rapidly again, but the BoJ has decided to assess the 
COVID-19 situation over the summer before making a decision on whether or not to extend the programme at the 
September policy board meeting. 
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• In the “Outlook Report” released at the same time, the BoJ raised its inflation forecast after factoring higher 
food prices and yen depreciation into its forecasts for FY22 and FY23. Regarding the yen depreciation, the 
BoJ seemed to focus on the rise in durable consumer goods prices. Moreover, it raised its assessment of 
inflation expectations. However, the contribution of the rise in energy prices is likely to wane from 2Q23. If 
actual inflation were to stop rising in the future, adaptive inflation expectations would probably also 
stabilise. The BoJ also believes that price pass-through will gradually slow down, so its underlying inflation 
forecast for FY24 was flat from April. 

• Going forward, the BoJ will continue with the current YCC at least until Governor Kuroda retires. In 
addition, given PM Kishida's monetary policy stance and the anticipated decline in US long-term interest 
rates, the most likely candidates for the governor position are still Nakaso or Amamiya, both of whom are 
probably more acutely aware of the potential side-effects of prolonged large-scale monetary easing than 
Kuroda. However, they should also assign importance to demand-pull inflation, so it will take some time for 
the new governor to raise rates. We believe the BoJ could only expand the 10y interest rate range in 2023 
under the new governor. 

 


